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Project Goals
! Bridge the gap between field worker and
repository
! Annotate files
! User friendly / Hide the details
! Rapid
! Add value
! Submit to repository
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Research
! Generic tool - discipline neutral
! Humanities… Sciences
! Single user or small group
! Unique data
! Requires unique descriptions
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Research
! Some assumptions made:
! Born digital materials, with good file metadata
! Audio visual and textual materials
! User understands their files
! Time and space are potential organising
principles
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Field Data
! Time based model
! Sessions and streams
! Stimulus, Research and Analysis
! Geographic model
! Regions
! Points, Paths and Regions
! Abstract model
! User defined groupings
! Local taxonomy
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Program Interface
! Left and right panels
! User drags from one to the other
! Project timeline
! Gathered from file metadata
! Filtered views
! Variety of target panels
! Item editor
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Institutional Repository
! Fez + Fedora or DSpace
! METS / MODS (NLA METS)
! Other formats possible via transform and
custom properties
! Custom properties can be bundled into an
install
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Institutional Repository
! Structural Map provides a means of
dissemination, for an otherwise jumbled
group of unrelated files
! Repository can return handles for use in the
project
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A Demonstration
